Nstat ESD Control
Ground Cords
Nstat ground cords provide a reliable efficient method for grounding table mats, floor mats, wrist straps and
benches. The common ground cords provide a common ground point required by ESD S6.1 & ANSI/ESD S20.20.

NS-53-CPG

NS-1500R

Common Ground Cord

Low Profile Ground Cord

This common ground point cord connects
two wrist straps and a work surface to
ground, assuring that all parts are at the
same ground potential. Easy to install.
Simply snap it to a mat or work surface.
Plug in the wrist strap coil cord, and
connect the ring terminal to ground.

With a low profile top, this common point
ground cord connects two wrist straps and
a work surface to ground, assuring that all
parts are at the same ground potential. Easy
to install. Two #19 screws allowing unit to be
securely installed to workbench.

* Provides the common ground point required
in EIA 625, ESDA S6 and ANSI/ESD 20.20
* Tough vinyl cord and strain relief provide a
long service life.
* Long, 15 foot cord.
* 3/8" (10mm) stud (male) for mat connection.
* 1 Meg Ohm resistor.

* Provides the common ground point required in EIA 625, ESDA S6 and ANSI/ESDS20.20.
* Tough vinyl cord and strain relief provide
a long service life.
* Long, 15 foot cord.
* 3/8" (10mm) stud (male) for mat connection.
* #10 ring terminal for ground connection.

NS-2320-008-FMG
Mat Ground Cord
Item Numbers:
Perfect for grounding floor mats, runners
and table mats. This 15 foot ground cord
makes reaching ground easy. Easy to install
Simply snap it to a mat and connect the ring
terminal to ground. The beveled cap prevents
the snap from being removed by a chair or a
cart. Cord is terminated with a ring terminal.

NS-53-CPG
NS-1500R
NS-2320-008-FMG

Specifications:
Length:
Snap:
Ground Connection:
Insulation:
Resistor:
Color:

15 Feet.
3/8" (10mm)
#10 ring terminal.
PU/PVC Wire: 18 AWG 65
Strand high flex.
1 Meg Ohm mat to ground.
Black.

* Tough vinyl cord and strain relief provide
a long service life.
* Long, 15 foot cord.
* 3/8" (10mm) stud (male) for mat connection.
* #10 ring terminal for ground connection.
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